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Abstract
The Electric Vehicle (EV) market has been gaining traction due to their benefits to the economy and the environment.
EVs are typically powered by Lithium-Ion Batteries (LIBs), but we tend to find these batteries in landfills when they
can no longer be used in EVs. Instead, LIBs can be recycled for their precious metals, which can drastically improve
sustainability. The purpose of this research is to examine the environmental and economic impacts of recycling endof-life (EOL) LIBs entering the market in the future by calculating the emissions mitigated through recycling and the
values of materials recoverable from LIBs. Using Reverse Logistics processes, we can bring LIBs to recycling
facilities, where LIBs that have reached their EOL are sorted; the ones that cannot be used for any other application
can be recycled. By recycling LIBs, we found that most of the materials used in manufacturing can be retrieved for
reuse, which emits far less CO2-eq compared to raw material extraction, and subsequently improves the economy by
cutting costs for materials. This information is important for sustainable manufacturing of LIBs, and it can be used to
design and/or improve recycling facilities.
Keywords: electric vehicles, lithium-ion batteries, reverse logistics, Degradation

1.0 Introduction

To reduce greenhouse gas emissions, electric vehicles (EVs) have been found to be optimal alternatives to Internal
Combustion Engine vehicles (ICEs). Due to the demand for higher energy in the transportation sector, businesses have
opted for means of energy that have higher green house gas emission rates (EEA, 2017). To reduce said emissions,
the best means of energy available would be electricity to power vehicles (Haneda, 2017). Electric Vehicles (EV)
were brought as alternatives to ICEs, and they are vehicles that are primarily powered by electricity. EVs come in
different types, including battery electric vehicles (BEV), hybrid electric vehicles (HEV), and fuel-cell electric
vehicles (FCEV) (Chan, 2002). Of these types, all but one use fossil fuels or natural gases to generate electricity, the
exception being FCEVs; with them, the green house gas emissions are close to zero (Wilberforce et al., 2017).
Due to the world transitioning from ICEs to EVs, we would need very efficient power sources to allow all these
vehicles to work, and LIBs are the solution to this matter. Fabricated in the 1980’s, LIBs first made their appearance
for commercial use in the 1990’s (Nishi, 2001). Many materials that go into the manufacturing of LIBs are very costly
and risk being overused (Lebedeva et al., 2016). As the demand for EVs increases, the demand for LIBs will rise as
well, and subsequently, so will the demand for their materials (IEA, 2019). This has led to the price of lithium being
increased by 300% (Els, 2018) between 2016 and 2018; it has thus become profitable to recycle materials from LIBs
among many others like cobalt, manganese and nickel. When LIBs reach the ends of their lifecycles, it has become a
point of concern to see how we can recover the valuable materials used in their manufacturing.
The aim of this paper is to provide information and calculations about the effects of managing the large number of
LIBs for EVs that enter the market and will reach the end of their life in the future through Reverse Logistics processes.
Information has been collected via a literature review. The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2
presents a literature review about Lithium-Ion batteries, cell construction, degradation, remanufacturing, repurposing
and recycling. Section 3 addresses the Reverse logistics where environmental benefits and assets recovery are
assessed. Finally, the conclusion is presented.
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2.0 Literature Review
Lithium-Ion Batteries

One of the most essential parts of any EV is the Lithium-Ion batteries, as they provide exceptional performance due
to their high energy density and advanced gravimetric and volumetric properties (Delacourt and Safari, 2012; Tredeau
and Salameh, 2009). Due to our rapid consumption of resources in LIBs, concerns have risen about their decreasing
supply. Remanufacturing, repurposing and recycling of the said resources can slow their consumption, and thus help
the environment. Figure 1 shows this lifecycle from beginning to end.

Figure 1: States of a LIB’s Life Cycle (Akram, 2020)

Cell Construction

The cells are the most important and costly units in LIBs. Furthermore, in LIBs, there are subunits called battery
modules, which are essentially multiple cells clustered together using plastic casing and various circuitries. There are
four types of cells that can be used in LIBs: cylindrical, prismatic, button and pouch cells.
The essential elements of Lithium-Ion cells are an anode, a cathode, an electrolyte and a separator (Zeng et al., 2014;
Korthauer, 2013). The anode is a graphite-covered copper foil, as carbon is often the active element used for battery
anodes (which is connected to the copper with a polymeric binder) (Zeng et al., 2014). The cathode is an aluminum
foil coated with a material that is electrochemically active (which has many available options). The key component
for this material is a lithium-transition-metal-oxide (LiMO2), and Kang et al. (2006) have listed different types of
cathode material for LIBs available in the market, which can be used for automotive application like: lithium cobalt
oxide (LiCoO2), lithium manganese oxide (LiMn2O4), lithium nickel oxide (LiNiO2), lithium vanadium oxide
(LiV2O3), and lithium iron phosphate (LiFePO4). Some examples of these cathode materials in use in the automobile
industry are the Coda Sedan, which utilizes lithium iron phosphate (Schneider, 2007), and the Nissan Leaf, which
takes the option of lithium manganese oxide (Hernandez, 2011). With the help of binders, all the active electrode
material is fastened onto their respective electrode.
To allow the ions to move between electrodes, an electrolyte is needed. Bernardes et al. (2004) explain that energy is
created when the ions diffuse by moving through the electrolyte from the anode to the cathode (or vice-versa). There
are various elements to an electrolyte of a LIB such as lithium salt (with lithium hexafluorophosphate, or LiPF6, being
the most used). Also, a mix between either linear, or cyclic carbonates (or both) are used to make a solvent that the
salt gets dissolved in (like ethylene carbonate (EC), propylene carbonate (PC), and dimethyl carbonate (DMC), with
polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF) being an organic binder). Along with all of this, other additions can be made to the
electrolyte like phosphonates and carbonates to allow for better cell efficiency and safety (Heelan et al., 2016; Sloop,
2010; Grützke et al., 2015). Finally, the separator is a film-like polymer that can be made of microporous polyolefin
(Dahn and Ehrlich, 2011). It is positioned between the anode and cathode so that direct contact does not occur, as this
would cause short-circuiting (Zeng et al., 2014).

Degradation

All batteries go through a type of aging called degradation, where the materials of a battery like the electrolyte, anode
or cathode material deteriorate over its lifespan (Christophersen et al., 2007). Every time a battery goes through
charging and discharging, the degradation process becomes faster, and the subsequent cycles affect the battery more.
As a battery degrades, three key performance factors are affected: energy efficiency, power, and capacity.
Energy Efficiency Fade: this is the loss of energy efficiency of a battery over time due to the surface layers that are
created onto the anode and cathode (Abraham et al., 2005). What these layers do is block reactions with the electrolyte,
which create electrical impedance in the cells of the battery and decrease its efficiency (Andersson et al., 2002).
Capacity Fade: this is the loss of energy capacity of a battery over time. It is mainly due to a solid electrolyte interface
passivation layer forming on the anode-electrolyte interface, which is caused by its consumption of Lithium-Ions
(Arora et al., 1998).
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Power Fade: this is the loss of available power in a battery due to the increase in internal impedance over time. Since
solid electrolyte interfaces that build up on the cathode-electrolyte interface increase resistance of the transportation
of ions, they also promote power fade (Wang et al., 2005).
In the application of an EV, there are four resulting impacts caused by capacity fade and power fade. First, a lower
capacity means an increase in an EV’s charging time when going through a drive cycle. Second, a lower capacity is
linked to an EV driving for lower distances before switching to charge-sustaining mode (the energy saving mechanism
of an EV). Third, a lower power output means that the minimum voltage limit for driving an EV and the maximum
voltage limit for charging an EV are both decreased. This causes a decrease in the maximum discharge and charge
power of the battery and ultimately less acceleration power when driving and less ability to regain power when needed.
Finally, a lower power output would also play a role in decreasing the capacity of an EV, because meeting a certain
power output would require more electricity to offset the lower terminal battery voltage (Arora et al., 1998; Abraham
et al., 2005).
The main factors that impact battery degradation are high temperatures during a drive cycle, charging rates that input
too much power at a time, deep depths-of-discharges (the amount of energy used after a single charge), and by cycling
to extreme state-of-charge points (Zhang and Lee, 2011). That being said, it is possible to lessen the effect of these
factors by implementing some countermeasures. For instance, keeping depths-of discharges under 60% and by keeping
temperatures 35°C or cooler can help decrease the rate of degradation in a battery (Millner, 2010). By taking all of
these into account, designing an electrical system around different degradation countermeasures to increase system
lifespans is crucial. Customer satisfaction is immensely based upon how well an EV can counteract loss of capacity
and loss of power, as these affect the most basic and essential tasks of any vehicle (acceleration/performance of the
vehicle and driving range).

Remanufacturing

Remanufacturing as defined by Lund (1984) is “an industrial process to recover value from the used and degraded
products to ‘like-new’ condition by replacing components or reprocessing used component parts.” It is usually known
to be a very environmentally friendly choice to reutilize a product that has reached its end-of-life (Gutowski et al.,
2011). This process is a highly exercised method in the automobile industry to recover parts. In fact, almost 80% of
all automobile components are in some way, shape or form remanufactured; this makes up for 2/3 of all
remanufacturing and is a multi-billion-dollar industry not only in the US (with $53 billion), but across the world, with
over $100 billion (Gutowski et al., 2011).
Foster et al. (2014) analyzed the cost-benefit of remanufacturing, repurposing, and recycling Lithium-Ion batteries.
They found that a remanufactured battery can be made for 60% of the cost of a brand-new battery. For repurposed
batteries, while looking at research and development costs along with the various other expenses, they found that LIBs
can be repurposed (at lowest price) for $114.05/kWh. Finally, they looked at all the costs for recycling, and it is not
economically feasible currently; however, if lithium-salts have a twenty-time increase in market price to about
$98.60/kg, then it may become economic.
Kampker et al. (2016) evaluated the overall effectiveness of remanufacturing EV LIBs. They used two mathematical
models to determine if a circular economy with LIBs is feasible and if remanufacturing is sustainable and economically
efficient. The outcome was that through remanufacturing LIBs, the best-case scenario is $68/kWh cost savings.
Furthermore, in a circular economy, remanufacturing would reduce GHG emissions and resource consumption, which
overall improves the environment.
Ramoni et al. (2017) further looked at using laser technology to ablate SEI from electrodes of an EV LIB. They used
laser fluence ranging from 0.308 to 2.720 J/cm2, and analytical tools such as scanning electron microscope, atomic
force microscopy, X-ray powder diffraction, X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy, and electrochemical measurements to
check if the electrodes were still in working condition. They found that through this process, not only was the SEI
successfully removed, but the electrodes themselves did not structurally change and still worked decently.
Lin et al. (2018) addressed cost-effectiveness to remanufacture LIBs in EVs at an enterprise level instead of just a
laboratory scale. They proposed a closed-loop supply chain network model for the remanufacturing of LIBs that also
accounted for various quality levels of spent battery returns. The profit increase that they found by integrating
remanufacturing into LIB supply chain networks is 9.81-30.93%.
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Repurposing

Since LIBs are degenerative, the criterion is that over 80% of a battery’s original capacity must be available, or it is
not permitted to be used in EVs (Warner, 2013). Basically, when 20% of a battery’s original capacity is lost, a LIB
battery is said to have reached its end-of-life (Monsuru, 2012). When this criterion is met, the battery must be extracted
from the EV for other uses. From there, it has to be taken for repurposing, which is a process that disassembles a LIB
into its cells and reconfigures them so that they may be used for different applications. Many repurposed EV batteries
are mostly used as stationary energy storage systems in homes, offices, or even power plants (Haruna et al., 2011).
Repurposed battery packs are advantageous to consumers, as they reduce emissions, and provide a renewable energy
source. The expected 8-year lifespan of LIBs can further be increased by almost 10 years when repurposed for
stationary applications (Walker et al., 2015). More advantageously, since the original cost of new LIBs in EVs is
exceptionally high, repurposing batteries splits the cost between the initial and latter consumers over LIB 18-year total
lifespan (Neubauer and Pesaran, 2011). As said by Shokrzadeh (2012), Cready (2003), and Bibeau and Molinski
(2010), repurposed batteries could be utilized in different storage applications like a grid system, electric supply,
ancillary services, and renewable integration. For example, it is challenging to manage energy from wind turbines
when the wind has many irregularities, so repurposed batteries can possibly support this at a lower cost than
Conventional techniques (Bibeau and Molinski, 2010).

Recycling

Recycling, as defined by The Battery directive (Council Directive 2006/66/EC) is “the reprocessing in a production
process of waste materials for their original purpose or for other purposes but excluding energy recovery.” Worrel
(2014) explains that when it comes to recycling, there are two levels: high level recycling, and down cycling. High
level recycling is when the returned materials are close to the original materials in terms of quality; however, down
cycling is when the returned materials are of less value and quality than the original materials.
A crucial part of recycling is circular economy. In a linear economy, materials are used and disposed off right after
their initial use, but a circular economy strives to keep materials in cycle for as long as they hold value (Worrel, 2014).
End of Life

Consumption

Material Input

CIRCULAR
ECONOMY

Design

Production

Figure 2: Circular Economy Reproduced and Modified from Elia et al. (2017)
Figure 2 shows the processes connected to one another in a circular economy: Material Input, Design, Production,
Consumption, and Recycling which is considered the end-of-life phase, and is connected directly to material input;
thus, closing the loop for material use (Elia et al., 2017).
Right now, there are quite a few rules and regulations about the disposal of LIBs. The United States Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA) regulates the disposal of batteries in large quantities under the universal rules of hazardous
waste (40 CFR PART 273) (GPO, 2012). Different states have to make their own guidelines as to how to dispose of
LIBs, as the federal government does not regulate it themselves (GPO, 2012). Gaines (2014) has noted that only two
states are considering LIBs as hazardous waste that need to meet the requirements of packaging, labelling and
shipping: California and New York.

3.0 Reverse Logistics

The definition of Reverse Logistics from The Council of Logistics Management comes from the paper “Going
Backwards: Reverse Logistics Trends and Practices” (Rogers, Tibben-Lemke, 1998). It is defined as:
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“the process of planning, implementing, and controlling the efficient, cost-effective flow of raw materials, in-process
inventory, finished goods and related information from the point of consumption to the point of origin for the purpose
of recapturing value or proper disposal.”

Figure 3: Process Flow of Forward and Reverse Logistics
Figure 3 describes the life cycle of any product from its material state to disposal. The first step in forward logistics is
that materials are extracted from the Earth. These materials are then transformed to manufacture individual
components of a product and then assembled in a certain facility. This is then brought for distribution, which is where
a customer takes the product for utilization. When the product becomes obsolete for the customer, it can be returned,
through which Reverse Logistics begins. As stated by Lambert et al. (2011) Reverse Logistics has four primary steps:
gatekeeping, collection, sorting and disposal. The product is inspected for its condition, classified and sorted
accordingly, and then altered for reuse applications. Once the product goes through all the phases of Reverse Logistics,
it can no longer be used in applications and must, therefore, be disposed. Figure 4 below is a process flow that displays
all the tasks that occur when an LIB is remanufactured, repurposed, or recycled through reverse logistics.

Figure 4: RL Process Flow of LIB Remanufacturing, Repurposing and Recycling (Akram, 2020).
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EOL LIBs and Total Capacities

Recent releases of EVs show battery capacities 74, 64, 64, 60, and 40 KWh for the car brands Tesla, Kia, Hyundai,
GM and Nissan, respectively (Chevrolet Pressroom (2020), Lambert (2018), The Car Guide (2019), “New Kia Soul”
(2019)). Our calculations use a model value of 64 KWh.
A report by IEA (2019) presents the number of EVs coming into the market in future years; the expected 8-year
lifespan of LIBs can also be increased by almost 10 years when repurposed for stationary applications (Walker et al.,
2015). Thus, the EVs’ batteries will be available for recycling after an 18-year lifecycle (8 years in EV, and 10 years
in stationary applications).
A study done by Foster et al. (2014) assumed that 85% of LIBs that have been removed from EVs (at their EOL) can
be repurposed for a stationary application. On this basis, we are making an assumption that 10% of batteries do not
come to recycling facilities due to reasons such as batteries being damaged, landfilled, or improperly collected and
transported. On the basis of this assumption, below are the calculations for the available batteries in recycling facilities.
If we take EVs entering the market in 2020, 2025 and 2030 as example years, their batteries will be available for
recycling in 2038, 2043, and 2048, respectively, as shown by Figure 5. Table 1 presents the number of LIBs available
for recycling for each example year and their respective total capacities.

Figure 5: Projected Global EV Stock
Source: IEA (2019) Global EV Outlook, https://www.iea.org/gevo2019. All rights reserved.
Table 1: Capacity and Total Number of EOL LIBs
Year
2038 (NPS Scenario)
2038 (EV30@30 Scenario)
2043 (NPS Scenario)
2043 (EV30@30 Scenario)
2048 (NPS Scenario)
2048 (EV30@30 Scenario)

Total No
(million)
13.5
14.4
45
81
112.5
216

of

LIBs

Capacity (MWh)
864,000
921,600
2,880,000
5,184,000
7,200,000
13,824,000

Assets Recovery

After using an LIB in both EVs and post-vehicle applications, through Reverse Logistics, we can bring LIBs to
recycling facilities and recover valuable materials to assist in sustainable battery manufacturing. Through recycling
LIBs, some materials that can be recovered are cobalt, nickel, copper, lithium, and aluminum. In this research, we are
considering three key raw materials that can be recovered from LIBs during recycling processes: Cobalt, Nickel and
Lithium.
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Fickling (2017) provides an estimation, based on battery chemistry that 116, 400, and 73 g/KWh of cobalt, nickel and
lithium, respectively can be recovered from spent LIBs. Zheng et al. (2018) found that more than 99.96% of cobalt and
99.90% of lithium can be recovered from LIBs by using hydrometallurgical processes (leaching). Moreover, 95% of
nickel can be recovered from LIBs (Lebedeva et al., 2016). Table 2 presents values by combining the information
above and of Figure 5.
Table 2: Recovered Materials (Fickling, 2017; Zheng et al., 2018; Lebedeva et al., 2016)
Recovered
Materials

2038
NPS
Scenario
(tons)
63,009
100,184
328,320

Lithium
Cobalt
Nickel

2038
EV30@30
Scenario
(tons)
67,209
106,863
350,208

2043
NPS
Scenario
(tons)
210,030
333,946
1,094,400

2043
EV30@30
Scenario
(tons)
378,054
601,103
1,969,920

2048
NPS
Scenario
(tons)
525,074
834,866
2,736,000

2048
EV30@30
Scenario
(tons)
1,008,142
1,602,943
5,253,120

Due to unpredictable changes in demand patterns, current prices have been used to calculate the value of raw materials
as follows: Price of lithium, cobalt and nickel are 7,500, 28,850, and 12,541 US dollars per ton, respectively (LME,
2020; LME, 2020; LME, 2020). Using the information above and Table 2, we can find the combined value of each
recoverable material as shown in Table 3 and graphed in Figure 6.
Table 3: Value of Recovered Materials
Recovered
Materials

Lithium
Cobalt
Nickel
Total

2038
NPS
Scenario
(in million
USD)
472.5
2,890
4,117.5
7,480

2038
EV30@30
Scenario
(in million
USD)
504
3,083
4,392
7,979

2043
NPS
Scenario
(in million
USD)
1,575.2
9,634.3
13,724.8
24,934

2043
EV30@30
Scenario
(in million
USD)
2,835.4
17,341.8
24704.7
44,882

2048
NPS
Scenario
(in million
USD)
3,938
24,085.8
34,312
62,336

2048
EV30@30
Scenario
(in million
USD)
7,561
46,244.8
65,879.3
119,685

MILLION US DOLLARS

Value of Recovered Materials
140000
120000
100000
80000
60000
40000
20000
0

2038 NPS
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Figure 6: Value of Recovered Materials
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Environmental Benefits

By recovering more materials from LIBs, there will be less of a demand for said materials and their global
transportation. About half of the GHG emissions that come from manufacturing these batteries come from the
production of the raw materials that make them (ICCT, 2018). These can be reduced simply by recycling the materials
from EOL LIBs; it was estimated based on a hydrometallurgical recycling process that for every 1kg of LIBs recycled,
there is an alleviation of 1kg of CO2-eq, as reported by Romare and Dahllöf (2017). In their report, they split the
process into steps including dismantling, cell separation, cathode separation and hydro-processing, and they show how
much CO2-eq is alleviated after each step. We also collected information on the weights of the batteries used in EVs,
namely Tesla Model 3 (2020), Chevy Bolt (2020) and the Kia Soul (2020), each having batteries weighing 478 kg
(Brooks, 2020), 430 kg (Chevrolet, 2020), and 457 kg (EVSpecifications, 2020), respectively. We then found the
average weight of an EV battery using these three models of EVs, which was 455 kg. By using the 1:1 ratio of
kilograms recycled to kilograms of CO2-eq alleviated that this report presents, we calculated the environmental
benefits of recycling EOL LIBs. Table 4 shows the calculations for the amount of CO2-eq reduced if we recycle EV
batteries at their EOL, and Figure 7 graphs the data.
Table 4: Environmental Benefits

Calculations
CO2-eq
reduced
(million tons)

2038
NPS
Scenario
13.5
million*455
= 6142

2038
EV30@30
Scenario
14.4
Million*455
= 6566

2043
NPS
Scenario
45
Million*455
= 20,475

2043
EV30@30
Scenario
81
Million*455
= 36,855

2048
NPS
Scenario
112.5
Million*455
= 51,187

2048
EV30@30
Scenario
216
Million*455
= 98280

6.14

6.55

20.48

36.85

51.18

98.28

Environmental Benefits
120
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0

NPS Scenario

EV30@30
Scenario
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EV30@30
Scenario

NPS Scenario

EV30@30
Scenario

2038

2038

2043

2043

2048

2048

Years
CO2-eq reduced

Figure 7: Environmental Benefits

4.0 Conclusion

The increasing demand for EVs globally has created a necessity for more batteries to power them. By considering
reverse logistics processes, it is possible to recycle batteries in exchange for the aforementioned valuable materials.
Not only does this benefit the environment, but due to the rising demands and decreasing supplies of the materials
used in battery production, there is also an equally beneficial economic impact, as fewer materials are needed to
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manufacture batteries. To find an overall benefit, we focused on the combined monetary value of lithium, cobalt, and
nickel recoverable from EOL LIBs. For each of the example years (namely 2038, 2043, and 2048), we find that total
values are $7,480 million, $24,934 million, and $62,336 million, respectively, according to the New Policies Scenario.
From the EV30@30 scenario, the values become $7,979 million, $44,882 million, $119,685 million, respectively.
Furthermore, the amounts of CO2-eq reduced from each of the example years in million tons are 6.14, 20.48, and
51.18 from the New Policies Scenario; and 6.55, 36.85, and 98.28 from the EV30@30 scenario; thus, the
environmental benefits of recycling EOL LIBs are immense. These calculations are mainly important for sustainable
manufacturing, and recycling as this data will help in optimizing manufacturing/recycling facilities’ capacities and
locations as well as economic calculations.
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